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WATSON-MARLOW DEFINED CONTRIBUTION PENSION PLAN 

Implementation Statement 2022 

Introduction  

This document is the annual Implementation Statement (the “Statement”) prepared by the Trustees of the 

Watson-Marlow Defined Contribution Pension Plan (the “Plan”). 

The Statement covers the Plan’s year from 6 April 2021 to 5 April 2022 and its purpose is to: 

• Confirm if the Trustees undertook a review of their Statement of Investment Principles (“SIP”) 

during the year and to summarise any changes that were made as a result of the review; 

• Set out the extent to which, in the opinion of the Trustees, the SIP has been followed during the 

year; and 

• Describe the voting behaviour by, or on behalf of, the Trustees during the year. 

A copy of this Implementation Statement, together with a copy of the Trustees’ current SIP (dated 

September 2020), can be found on the following website: vfm.aviva.co.uk/watson-marlow/. 

The Trustees’ Statement of Investment Principles 

Under Section 35 of the Pensions Act 1995, the Trustees are required to prepare and keep under review 

a statement of investment principles that sets out their investment objectives and policies for the Plan.  In 

line with this requirement, the Trustees’ SIP covers the following: 

• The division of responsibilities between the Trustees, their advisers and investment managers; 

• The Trustees’ investment objectives for the Plan and how they have taken into account the risks 

faced by members; 

• The range of investment options that the Trustees have made available to members, including 

the Plan’s default investment strategy; 

• The Trustees’ policies on corporate governance and socially responsible investment; and 

• The circumstances in which the Trustees will undertake a review of their SIP. 

Changes to the SIP during the year to 5 April 2022 

The Trustees did not undertake a review of their SIP during the year ending 5 April 2022.  The last review 

was completed in 2020 and accordingly the current SIP remains the version dated September 2020. 
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The Trustees adherence to their SIP 

The Trustees believe they have followed their investment objectives and policies set out in the SIP for the 

Plan’s year ending 5 April 2022.  Further information on how they did this is set out in the remainder of 

this section. 

The Plan, the Trustees’ governance framework and professional advice 

The Plan 

The Trustees have appointed Aviva as the Plan’s provider using a ‘bundled’ arrangement under which 

Aviva provides both administration services and the investment platform from which the Trustees select 

the range of pooled investment funds in which members can invest their pension savings, including the 

default investment strategy. 

Through the provision of an annual report provided by their advisers, WTW, the Trustees undertake a 

detailed review of Aviva each year, which includes a comparison of Aviva against the other leading 

providers of defined contribution pension schemes in the UK.  For the Plan’s year ending 5 April 2022, the 

review was conducted as part of the September 2022 Trustee meeting. 

The Trustees’ governance framework 

The Trustees have a number of responsibilities that are summarised in Section 2 of their SIP and in order 

to meet these responsibilities, the Trustees have adopted an appropriate governance framework to monitor 

the Plan’s investment strategy and the performance of the individual pooled investment funds, including 

those that make up the Plan’s default investment strategy.  At the current time, the Trustees consider that 

it is best for these governance activities to be undertaken by the Trustee board as a whole as part of their 

quarterly Trustee meetings, although the option of delegating some or all of these activities to an investment 

sub-committee is reviewed from time to time. 

The Trustees review the Plan’s default investment strategy and alternative investment options, including 

their overall investment objectives and strategy, at least once every three years in order to ensure they 

remain appropriate for the Plan’s membership.  These reviews consider such matters as the demographic 

profile of the Plan’s membership, the likely benefit choices members will make at retirement, developments 

in the defined contribution pensions market and any relevant legislative changes.  The Trustees also review 

the investment objectives of the pooled investment funds to ensure they remain consistent with the 

Trustees’ own policies and objectives. 

The last review was undertaken in December 2021 in conjunction with WTW, the Trustees’ investment 

consultants.  While it was agreed to make no changes to the self-select fund range, a number of 

recommendations were made to make changes to the Plan’s default investment strategy.  The Trustees 

are currently considering the recommendations in more detail, including the preferred timing of making the 

proposed changes.  Once a final decision has been reached, members will be contacted with full detals of 

the changes to be made. 

The next review will be undertaken no later than December 2024. 
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The performance of each of the pooled investment funds (which include those that make up the default 

investment option) is reviewed at each of the Trustees’ quarterly meetings using a report provided by Aviva.  

As all the pooled investment funds are passively managed (except for the Cash fund), each fund’s 

performance is measured against its benchmark index as set out in Appendix B of the current SIP. 

Overall, during the Plan’s year to 5 April 2022 (as well as over the medium to long term), the passively 

managed funds performed within acceptable tolerances of their relevant index benchmark.  When reviewing 

each fund’s performance, the Trustees accept that there may be small deviations in a fund’s performance 

from its index benchmark and provided these are over short periods of time or are within acceptable 

tolerances over the medium to long term, the Trustees will not normally take any action.  However, 

sustained, or longer-term deviations would be investigated further. 

During the year to 5 April 2022, no changes were made to the investment funds that underly the default 

investment strategy or that make up the self-select fund range. 

As part of preparing this statement, the Trustees’ reviewed the voting activity of the investment manager, a 

summary of which is provided in the Appendix to this statement. 

Finally, the Trustees ensure that the Plan meets all relevant legal requirements and expectations as set out 

in The Pensions Regulator’s Code of Practice no. 13 “Governance and administration of occupational trust-

based schemes providing money purchase benefits”, although it is noted that this is due to be replaced 

later in 2022 by a new single Code of Practice that will also incorporate nine other existing Codes or 

Practice. 

Professional advice 

In all matters relating to the Plan’s investments, the Trustees take professional advice from their 

appointed investment consultants, WTW, who attend each quarterly Trustee meeting.  The Trustees also 

take advice from WTW on the suitability of their SIP and when making any changes to the SIP. 

In order to ensure that the advice received is appropriate and in line with the Trustees’ requirements, they 

have agreed a set of investment objectives for WTW that will help the Trustees in meeting their own 

investment objectives for the Plan.  At their meeting in June 2021, the Trustees agreed an updated set of 

objectives and WTW’s performance against these objectives will be reviewed in 2022. 

The Trustees’ investment objectives for the Plan 

The Trustees’ primary investment objectives remain unchanged and are to ensure that:  

• They provide members of the Plan with a range of investment options and pooled investment 
funds to satisfy their differing risk appetites and retirement goals; 

• Their overall investment strategy (particularly the default investment strategy) remains 
appropriate as the membership of the Plan changes over time. 

In order to meet the above objectives, the Trustees: 

• Provide an appropriate default investment strategy for those members who do not make their own 

investment choice; 
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• Make available a range of alternative pooled investment funds that: 

- enables members to tailor their investment strategy to meet their own personal circumstances 

and attitude to risk, including the ability to reduce investment risk as they approach their 

selected retirement age; 

- facilitates diversification and provides the potential for long-term capital growth (in excess of 

price and wage inflation) in order to maximise the value of members' pension savings; 

- provides members with good value-for-money both in terms of financial cost and 

administrative, operational and other relevant features; 

• Provide an appropriate number of pooled investment funds to members to avoid unnecessarily 

complicating their investment choices. 

To meet the above objectives, the investment options currently available to members are summarised 

below. 

The Plan’s default investment strategy 

The Plan’s default investment strategy used for members who do not make their own investment choice 

is the 30:70 Lifestyle Investment Programme, which aims to provide: 

• Long term growth whilst a member is more than 10 years from their selected retirement age and 

should therefore be able to accept a medium to high level of risk by investing in equities split 

between the UK (30%) and overseas (70%); 

• A reduction in risk during the 10 years immediately before a member’s selected retirement age by 

gradually switching to a mixture of lower risk bond and cash investments, which should also 

provide some protection against movements in annuity prices. 

As confirmed earlier, following the last review of the default investment strategy in December 2021, a 

number of changes were recommended, which the Trustees are currently considering in more detail, 

including the preferred timing of making the proposed changes. 

The default investment option also satisfies the DWP’s auto-enrolment regulations, including the cap on 

charges (the charge for the default investment strategy was reduced to 0.45% per annum in November 

2021, which compares to the cap on charges of 0.75% per annum). 

The Plan’s self-select fund range 

As an alternative to the default investment option, members have a choice of eight pooled investment 

funds that provide the option to invest in equities (both in the UK and overseas), UK Government gilts 

(both fixed and index-linked), corporate bonds and cash.  Except for the cash fund, all the funds are 

passively managed with the objective of tracking a specified benchmark index chosen by the investment 

manager. 

More information on both the default investment strategy and the self-select fund range can be found in 

Section 5 and the Appendices of the SIP. 
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Managing the risks faced by members 

The Trustees recognise that members of the Plan face various investment risks, as set out in Section 4 of 

their SIP.  The Trustees help members mitigate against these risks as follows: 

• Capital risk – to help members protect against falls in the value of their pension savings, the 

Trustees provide bond and cash funds as these are expected to provide lower risk (less volatile) 

investment options; 

• Inflation risk – to provide members with an opportunity for their pension savings to grow at least in 

line with inflation, the Trustees provide both UK and overseas equity funds as these are expected 

to provide real growth over the medium to long term; 

• Pension conversion risk – for those members wishing to provide a secure level of income when 

they retire (through the purchase of an annuity), the Trustees provide bond funds as, in general, 

annuity prices are linked to bond yields; 

• Missed opportunity risk – to allow members to take a higher level of investment risk when they 

are able to do so, the Trustees provide both UK and overseas equity funds as these are expected 

to provide good levels of above inflation growth over the medium to long term for members who 

are in a position to accept a level of volatility in the short term, such as younger members when 

they are many years away from their intended retirement age. 

The default investment strategy mitigates against all of the above risks. 

Corporate governance and socially responsible investments 

The Trustees have no direct interaction with the investment managers (Aviva Investors) of the pooled 

investment funds that make up the default investment option and the self-select fund range.  The 

Trustees have therefore delegated responsibility for the selection, retention and realisation of the 

investments held by each of the pooled investment funds to the relevant investment managers. 

Due to the inherent constraints that arise from the Plan being delivered via a ‘bundled’ arrangement with 

Aviva, and the fact that the pooled investment funds offered to members are predominately passively 

managed, the Trustees currently take a pragmatic approach to sustainable investment factors.  These are 

factors arising from environmental, social and corporate governance (commonly referred to as ‘ESG’ 

factors), including climate change.  This is reflected in the Trustees’ policy on corporate governance and 

socially responsible investments set out in Section 6 of their SIP. 

The Trustees recognise that long-term ESG factors, including climate change, may have a material 

impact on investment risk and outcomes.  However, the Trustees’ current investment strategy is to offer 

members a range of passively managed pooled investment funds (that include the funds that make up the 

default investment option) that do not explicitly take account of ESG considerations in the selection, 

retention and realisation of investments.  However, the Trustees do review their investment strategy on 

an ongoing basis and will look to reflect these factors as far as possible in any subsequent changes to the 

strategy or range of pooled investment funds. 

The Trustees will continue to develop their approach to ESG monitoring. 
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Voting policy and behaviour 

Investments in the Plan are made using pooled investment funds available through the Plan’s platform 

provider, Aviva Pensions (AP).  Consequently, voting rights are exercised on behalf of the Trustees by 

each fund’s underlying investment manager, Aviva Investors.  The pooled investment funds that invest in 

UK and overseas equities (those funds that contain voting rights) are as follows: 

• The AP BlackRock (30:70) Currency Hedged Global Equity Index Tracker fund; 

• The AP BlackRock (50:50) Global Equity Index Tracker fund; 

• The AP BlackRock UK Equity Index Tracker fund; 

• The AP BlackRock World ex-UK Equity Index Tracker fund. 

The AP BlackRock (30:70) Currency Hedged Global Equity Index Tracker fund is used in the growth 

phase of the Plan’s default investment option. 

Whilst Aviva Investors are the investment managers for the above funds, it has delegated the day to day 

management of the underlying investments to BlackRock. However, Aviva Investors has retained the 

responsibility for exercising voting rights in relation to these funds.  Information on Aviva Investors’ voting 

activity during the year to 31 March 2022 is provided in the Appendix to this statement. 

 

The Trustees of the Watson-Marlow Defined Contribution Pension Plan 

September 2022 
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Appendix 

The tables below provide a summary of the voting policies and activity for Aviva Investors in respect of 

the following funds: 

• The AP BlackRock (30:70) Currency Hedged Global Equity Index Tracker fund; 

• The AP BlackRock (50:50) Global Equity Index Tracker fund; 

• The AP BlackRock UK Equity Index Tracker fund; 

• The AP BlackRock World ex-UK Equity Index Tracker fund. 

Investment Manager: Aviva Investors 

Voting policy 

What is Aviva Investors’ policy on consulting with clients before voting? 

Whilst we do not consult clients ahead of each vote (given the significant practical challenges this will 
create), we are always keen to understand client views on particular issues / companies and are happy to 
provide details of how we voted after the event. We have also been involved in a pilot enabling end investors 
to have a voice and be empowered to be part of the voting process.  More broadly, we have been working 
with our client experience project team and we are going to institutionalise a standard question asking 
clients about their stewardship preferences and priorities.  This will be invaluable in shaping our voting 
policy and engagement plans to continue to meet client aims and expectations. 

There may also be occasions where voting exceptions have been specifically agreed with our clients in 
segregated funds, but generally we retain responsibility for ensuring voting is carried out in a manner 
consistent with their own approach to stewardship. If a pooled fund investor asked us to vote a certain way, 
we would not be able to do this unless it was consistent with our view / the vote direction was in the best 
interests of all investors in that fund.  

We may also contact clients if there is a conflict of interest situation - for example, in relation to the exercise 
of voting rights for shares in our parent company Aviva plc (our default position is not to vote these holdings 
as Aviva Investors will exercise no discretion). 

Please provide an overview of Aviva Investors’ process for deciding how to vote 

Voting decisions are based off our Voting Policy which is reviewed on an annual basis and updated subject 
to Board approval. Final decisions are made by the Stewardship function (i.e. ESG analysts) in conjunction 
with portfolio managers who inform the decision making process by bringing their knowledge and 
assessment of company strategy and any special circumstances. 

To support us in making voting decisions, we use governance and other research from a number of 
sources. These include the Investment Association’s IVIS service and ISS. We use research for data 
analysis only and we do not automatically follow any voting recommendations.  

Given the number of companies we own in our portfolios (including index funds), we seek to prioritise 
engagement by size of holding and where it is most likely to benefit our clients. This allows us to consider 
additional context from the company which occasionally results in us changing a vote.  In addition, every 
year we write to the large majority of the companies we hold to notify them of our voting policy (highlighting 
any changes we have made), and also direct them to our voting records, where they are able to see how 
we have voted at their AGMs etc and our reasons for not supporting any resolutions. 
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As can be seen from our voting records, we have a strong record of opposing resolution and holding boards 
to account 

We maintain a database to record our voting and engagement with companies which allows us to review 
the effectiveness of our work. For our priority engagements our intention is to review these on a quarterly 
or half yearly basis.  

There will be times when, despite engagement with companies, our concerns have not been adequately 
addressed. Under these circumstances, the matter may be escalated into a more focused project of 
intervention aimed at securing changes to the board, management, practices or strategy. As part of our 
escalation process, we may ask to discuss issues with executive and/or non-executive directors, work with 
other institutions and investors to press for change or exercise our voting rights against the board. As a last 
resort we may requisition a general meeting of a company or a resolution at an Annual General Meeting, 
or support others who are doing so. We may also make public statements where we believe this is 
appropriate. However, we expect this to happen only in the most extreme cases. 

Please describe whether Aviva Investor has made use of any proxy voter services 

We subscribe to proxy advisory services for independent research and recommendations including 
recommendations based on our own policy (where certain resolutions will be referred to us for further 
consideration). These providers include the IVIS service, ISS-Ethix and MSCI. We use research for data 
analysis only as we have our own robust voting policy, which is applied to all our holdings. We also take 
into consideration the views of the fund manager and the conversations with the company through our 
voting specific engagement. 

Which proxy advisory services does your firm use, and do you use their standard voting policy or 
created your own bespoke policy which they then implemented on your behalf? 

ISS and IVIS.  For a number of years, ISS has been providing us with voting recommendations based on 
our own policy in order to ensure the most efficient approach to voting thousands of meetings a year. We 
can of course override these recommendations to consider other factors including additional context 
provided in the ISS standard research and other internal and external research considerations. 

What process did Aviva Investors’ follow for determining the “most significant” votes? 

We looked at a number of criteria for the list of votes undertaken for the fund including: the impact on the 
company (both short and long term) if the resolution was or wasn't approved; the materiality of the 
shareholder resolutions; the level of public and / or media interest in certain companies and resolutions; 
and how significant the holdings are in relation to the fund and to Aviva Investors (acknowledging that the 
larger the aggregate / percentage holding, the more ability we have in affecting change).  It is evident in 
some of the votes selected that these reflected multiple criteria explained above, but it is important to note 
that this the selection process was quite subjective. 

Did any of your “most significant” votes breach the client’s voting policy (where relevant)? 

No 

Are you currently affected by any of the following five conflicts, or any other conflicts, across any 
of your holdings?  

1) The asset management firm overall has an apparent client-relationship conflict e.g. the manager 
provides significant products or services to a company in which they also have an equity or 
bond holding; 
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2) Senior staff at the asset management firm hold roles (e.g. as a member of the Board) at a 
company in which the asset management firm has equity or bond holdings 

3) The asset management firm’s stewardship staff have a personal relationship with relevant 
individuals (e.g. on the Board or the company secretariat) at a company in which the firm has 
an equity or bond holding 

4) There is a situation where the interests of different clients diverge. An example of this could be 
a takeover, where one set of clients is exposed to the target and another set is exposed to the 
acquirer 

5) There are differences between the stewardship policies of managers and their clients. 

Yes, to (1) and (4) but such conflicts are managed appropriately and subject to regular review. For example, 
where a commercial transaction/acquisition is being proposed between two companies (e.g. one company 
acquiring another), and we hold shares in both of these companies, a conflict could arise if the commercial 
transaction/acquisition terms were not in the best interests of shareholders for both companies (i.e.  if we 
believe that Company A is paying too high a price for Company B). As such our voting considerations 
should always be based on the best interests of the funds/clients holding shares in the company for which 
the vote is applicable to. 

Please include here any additional comments which are relevant to Aviva Investors’ voting 
activities or processes 

None provided. 

Voting activity for the year ending 31 March 2022 

AP BlackRock (30:70) Currency Hedged Global Equity Index Tracker Fund 

Summary of voting activity 

• How many meetings were you eligible to vote at?      2,559 

• How many resolutions were you eligible to vote on?      34,366 

• What percentage of resolutions did you vote on for which you were eligible?   94% 

• Of the resolutions on which you voted, what % did you vote with management?  74% 

• Of the resolutions on which you voted, what % did you vote against management?  24% 

• Of the resolutions on which you voted, what % did you abstain from?   2% 

• In what % of meetings did you vote at least once against management?   75% 

• What % of resolutions did you vote contrary to the recommendation of your proxy adviser? 20% 

Examples of significant votes 

Company: AstraZeneca plc 

Approximate size of fund’s holding (% of portfolio): 1.27% 

Resolution: Resolution 7. Approve Remuneration Policy 

How voted: Against 
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Reason: Our vote against reflected concerns over significant increases to variable pay for the second 
consecutive year, and the rationale for this was not considered to be sufficiently compelling. The bonus for 
the CEO is being increased from 200% to 250% of salary and the LTIP from 550% of salary to 650%. Last 
year we did not support due to increases they had made and we are disappointed to see further increases 
this year.  Further, they have not reduced the vesting levels at threshold to reflect the increase in quantum 
(e.g. LTIP awards equivalent to 130% of salary can vest for median/threshold performance which is too 
generous). 

Company: Barclays plc 

Approximate size of fund’s holding (% of portfolio): 0.38% 

Resolution: Shareholder Resolution 29. Approve Market Forces Requisitioned Resolution 

How voted: Against 

Reason: This resolution was filed by a group of retail shareholders coordinated by Market Forces, an 
Australian non-governmental campaign group, requesting the Company to:   1. Set, disclose and implement 
a strategy, with further and improved short-, medium-, and long-term targets, to phase out its provision of 
financial services to fossil fuel (coal, oil and gas) projects and companies in timeframes consistent with the 
Paris Agreement.  2. Report annually on progress under that strategy, starting from 2022, including a 
summary of the framework, methodology, timescales and core assumptions used, omitting commercially 
confidential or competitively sensitive information, and at reasonable cost."   One could argue that 
establishing and providing enhanced disclosure of targets concerning the phasing out of the provision of 
financial services to fossil fuel projects and companies will further Barclays' stated ambition of becoming a 
net zero bank by 2050 and help ensure better alignment with the goals and timelines of the Paris 
Agreement.  However, we think that the company has shown a reasonable level of responsiveness to 
shareholder concerns around climate. Among its objectives is an ambition to become a net-zero bank 
across Scope 1, 2 and 3 by 2050, and to be net-zero by 2030 in Scope 1 and 2. The company also made 
a commitment to align its entire financing portfolio to the goals of the Paris Agreement. For Barclays this 
means that its own operations, and its provision of financing to clients, in every sector, will support the goal 
of limiting global warming. It followed up in November 2020 on its commitment to come back to 
shareholders with further development of the strategy, including targets. Despite some current apparent 
gaps in the Company's approach to climate change (e.g. the absence of medium and long-term emissions 
reduction targets across the entire financing portfolio), Barclays' continued commitment to evolving its 
climate strategy is recognised as a sufficient and appropriate response to the matters raised in the 
resolution at this time.  We are prepared to give the company a little more time to come back to shareholders 
with an update on its progress. 

Company: Exxon Mobil Corporation 

Approximate size of fund’s holding (% of portfolio): 0.29% 

Resolution: Shareholder resolutions 1.1. Elect Director Gregory J. Goff, 1.2. Elect Director Kaisa Hietala, 
1.3. Elect Director Alexander A. Karsner and 1.4. Elect Director Anders Runevad 

How voted: For 

Reason: Engine No. 1 nominated four directors to Exxon’s 12-member board. This proxy contest was the 
first at a large-cap company in the United States in which the quantitative case for change was explicitly 
constructed around considerations relating to an energy transition. Since the dissident launched its 
campaign in December, Exxon has added three directors.  We supported the four more climate competent 
nominees proposed by the dissident and voted against all incumbent directors on the basis of Exxon's lack 
of preparedness for an energy transition and its attempt to block these climate-related shareholder 
proposals. 
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AP BlackRock (50:50) Global Equity Index Tracker Fund 

Summary of voting activity 

• How many meetings were you eligible to vote at?      2,730 

• How many resolutions were you eligible to vote on?      35,368 

• What percentage of resolutions did you vote on for which you were eligible?   94% 

• Of the resolutions on which you voted, what % did you vote with management?  74% 

• Of the resolutions on which you voted, what % did you vote against management?  24% 

• Of the resolutions on which you voted, what % did you abstain from?   2% 

• In what % of meetings did you vote at least once against management?   75% 

• What % of resolutions did you vote contrary to the recommendation of your proxy adviser? 20% 

Examples of significant votes 

Company: Microsoft Corporation 

Approximate size of fund’s holding (% of portfolio): 1.05% 

Resolution: Resolution 6. Report on Effectiveness of Workplace Sexual Harassment Policies 

How voted: For 

Reason: We believe it is important to support this resolution as the company faces potential controversies 
related to workplace sexual harassment and gender discrimination. This is a risk area for the sector and 
the company that is key for talent attraction and retention. We know the importance of  additional 
information on the company’s sexual harassment policies and the implementation of these policies, in order 
to better assess how the company is addressing such risks and how better disclosure in the best interest 
of shareholders. 

Company: Anglo American plc 

Approximate size of fund’s holding (% of portfolio): 0.86% 

Resolution: Resolution 1. Approve Matters Relating to the Demerger of Thungela Resources Limited 

How voted: For 

Reason: The vote was to demerge the Company's thermal coal operations in South Africa, to operate as 
a separate independent entity, under the name Thungela Resources Ltd.  We supported the demerger as 
we as forms part of the responsible transition / Anglo American's strategy to continue reducing its thermal 
coal production footprint and overall trajectory towards those products that enable a low carbon economy. 

Company: PCCW Ltd 

Approximate size of fund’s holding (% of portfolio): 0.01% 

Resolution: Resolution 3b. Elect Aman Mehta as Director 

How voted: Against 

Reason: Our vote against (the longest serving non-executive director) reflected a number of governance 
issues including a lack of gender diversity on the board and their membership of the audit committee (given 
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this director is not independent and audit committees should be comprised entirely of independent 
directors). 

AP BlackRock UK Equity Index Tracker Fund 

Summary of voting activity 

• How many meetings were you eligible to vote at?      770 

• How many resolutions were you eligible to vote on?      10,778 

• What percentage of resolutions did you vote on for which you were eligible?   99% 

• Of the resolutions on which you voted, what % did you vote with management?  93% 

• Of the resolutions on which you voted, what % did you vote against management?  6% 

• Of the resolutions on which you voted, what % did you abstain from?   1% 

• In what % of meetings did you vote at least once against management?   51% 

• What % of resolutions did you vote contrary to the recommendation of your proxy adviser? 5% 

Examples of significant votes 

Company: Royal Dutch Shell plc 

Approximate size of fund’s holding (% of portfolio): 2.43% 

Resolution: Resolution 20. Approve the Shell Energy Transition Strategy 

How voted: Against 

Reason:  

RDS has made substantive progress over the last year in announcing a net zero commitment for 
operational emissions by 2050, alongside greater reductions in the carbon intensity of its products (e.g. 
scope 3 emissions), bolstered by interim targets. It has also taken an important step forward in 
strengthening scenario analysis, a long standing engagement request, and is setting the pace on climate-
linked executive remuneration in the space. 

However, its transition strategy remains unconvincing benchmarked to certain peers. The biggest sticking 
point is its plan to decarbonise “in step with society” hides behind intensity targets and an unacceptably 
broad range of potential emissions outcomes to 2030. We doubt RDS will be able to deliver enough 
absolute reductions to comply with the Paris climate agreement. Furthermore, it doesn’t plan to shift 
investments substantially away from fossil fuels to renewables, and plans to increase natural gas 
production. The plan to become a net zero emissions company involves decarbonising existing fossil fuel 
businesses but continuing to invest in them, while “over time” ploughing more funds into gas, chemicals, 
cleaner technology and selling power. In sharp contrast to European peers focusing on increasing 
renewable power generation, RDS is instead prioritising doubling the electricity it sells by 2030 through 
more customer-focused businesses. At the same time, its strategy is heavily dependent on the scaling of 
technology such as CCUS and NBS, and lofty goals raise questions about execution. In the case of NBS, 
for example, it’s new low carbon scenario, Sky 1.5, is reliant on a new forest the size of Brazil being planted 
to reach the higher end of the Paris goals.   

For the above reasons we were hesitant to rubber stamp RDS’ strategy and a vote against was considered 
warranted. Having said that, this is going to be the first vote of many so we hope to be able to support going 
forward. 
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Company: Tesco plc 

Approximate size of fund’s holding (% of portfolio): 0.71% 

Resolution: Resolution 2. Approve Remuneration Report 

How voted: Against 

Reason:  

The 2022 LTIP awards will be made at 300% and 275% of salary for the CEO and CFO, respectively. 
These are the first LTIP awards to be granted to the CEO and CFO following their respective appointments. 
At 300% of salary, the award to the CEO is higher than the final LTIP award granted to the previous CEO 
in FY2020, which represented 275% of salary, although this is still below the maximum LTIP permitted 
under the remuneration policy (350% of salary).  In addition, for the achievement of threshold performance 
conditions (only) which delivers 25% of the award potential,  this level of vesting represents approximately 
75% of salary. We consider this to be excessive.  Further, these awards are coming off generous  salaries 
(CEO: £1,350,000, which is more than his predecessor’s salary). 

We think it is too early for any increases in pay / LTIP's to be happening, Management have only just set 
out strategy so have not delivered at this juncture, and we do not understand why the CEO’s salary would 
be more than Dave Lewis as this is his first role as a public company CEO. Further the company has been 
making disposals. 

Company: Volution Group plc 

Approximate size of fund’s holding (% of portfolio): 0.04% 

Resolution: Item 2. Approve Remuneration Report 

How voted: For 

Reason: Following our engagement with the company a number of positive changes had been introduced, 
namely the reduced annual bonus target pay-out, the introduction of a post-cessation shareholding 
requirement and enhancement of malus and clawback provisions. In addition, the company has committed 
to reducing the incumbent CEO's pension to 8.5% with effect from January 2023. 

AP BlackRock World ex-UK Equity Index Tracker Fund 

Summary of voting activity 

• How many meetings were you eligible to vote at?      2,129 

• How many resolutions were you eligible to vote on?      26,513 

• What percentage of resolutions did you vote on for which you were eligible?   92% 

• Of the resolutions on which you voted, what % did you vote with management?  66% 

• Of the resolutions on which you voted, what % did you vote against management?  32% 

• Of the resolutions on which you voted, what % did you abstain from?   2% 

• In what % of meetings did you vote at least once against management?   84% 

• What % of resolutions did you vote contrary to the recommendation of your proxy adviser? 29% 
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Examples of significant votes 

Company: Rio Tinto Ltd 

Approximate size of fund’s holding (% of portfolio): 0.07% 

Resolution: Resolution 20. Approve Climate-Related Lobbying 

How voted: For 

Reason: We believe environmental, social and governance (ESG) factors have a material impact on the 
long-term prospects of businesses. Furthermore, the shareholder proponents believe that the company's 
engagement with its industry associations has not produced outcomes that align with mainstream investor 
standards. They state that Rio Tinto remains a member of several industry associations that continue to 
oppose Paris-aligned climate policy. By voting for this resolution we are hoping to ensure Rio Tinto aligns 
itself with sustainable associations which respect Paris-aligned climate change policy. 

Company: Vinci SA 

Approximate size of fund’s holding (% of portfolio): 0.09% 

Resolution: Resolution 11. Approve Company's Environmental Transition Plan 

How voted: For 

Reason: We believe this resolution, submitted by Vinci to its shareholders on an advisory basis, is welcome 
and deemed to be a useful tool for shareholders to signal satisfaction/dissatisfaction with a company’s 
plans. It helps provide further disclosure on climate which is useful for shareholders and allows for greater 
accountability. 

Company: Mitsubishi Electric Corporation 

Approximate size of fund’s holding (% of portfolio): 0.09% 

Resolution: Resolution 1.8. Elect Director Yabunaka, Mitoji 

How voted: Against 

Reason: We believe that diversity is important and women are not sufficiently represented on the board. 
Yabunaka Mitoji is the chair of the Nomination Committee and is ultimately responsible for the lack of 
gender diversity on the board. 
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